even if there are other,
important things to say, don't

Find the core

if you say three things
you say nothing

The Commander's Intent

"the single most important thing
we must do tomorrow is..."

example: CI
Don't give the instructions, state the
intent and tell people to achieve it
strip down to idea's
most critical essence
journalists - you can only telegraph one thing
before the line gets cut, what would it be

entire faculty will travel to Sacramento
on Thursday for colloquium
The lead really is: "No school on Thursday"

inverted pyramid

Simple

but still necessary

painful to drop other, important stuff

writing the lead

don't start with the something less relevant but
entertaining, make the lead more interesting
example: Pomelo - like a big
grapefruit with a thicker skin

find something similar and describe it
those terms but with variations

The Curse of knowledge

example: Tappers and listeners

visual proverbs

proverbs

Speed: Die Hard on a bus

Hollywood high-concept pitches

example: Disney staff as 'cast members'
Generative metaphors

what are the unexpected implications of core message?

... get people to act

surprise

tell people how to act by example
Mentally simulating past events to solve a
problem is much more effective than
simulating future, wished-for outcomes

express the core
as a compact idea

substitute something easy to
think about for something hard

Get attention

apparent
ad for a car

Give people energy to act
... act as an inspiration

The Good Samaritan
Connection with people
Shackleton made complainers
sleep in his tent, work with him
creative ideas to solve problems

Challenge

Connection

creates a need for closure

start with a mystery or puzzle

Stories can ...

... be inspirational,
having three main
plot types

Turning points

legless beggar becomes
commodities trader

how will it turn out?

Unexpected
create feeling by highlighting
knowledge that's missing

Creativity

with a story you engage the audience

point out someone who
knows something they don't
... change how
people respond

interest

two gaps

hold attention
engage the little voice
inside audience's head
Like the Zambia health worker

Nordie took back tyre chains
Nordstrom don't sell

conspiracy theories; gossip

hit people between the eyes with the
fact and a proposal and they fight back

If you just present facts, people fight back

violates our schema

nevertheless, relevant and not gimmicky

... be powerful because they provide context

Kicking off a new business

turns into
an accident

actually a seat-belt
reminder

break a pattern

Context is missing from abstract prose
David and Goliath

expose parts of your message
that are uncommon sense

if it's common sense it won't be remembered

... act as a stimulus

... be springboard stories. These let
people see how things might change

curiosity

challenge to predict
an outcome

when we feel a gap
in our knowledge

what will happen
was I right
which famous restaurant had slime in its ice

examples

there's an invisible chemical in your home
and it might be killing you right now

"What questions do I want my audience to ask?
But if the gap is an abyss (they know nothing about
the subject), we need to fill it in partially and leave a
smaller gap, before the audience will be curious.

form an association with something
they care about already
Make people care

There is value in sequencing information.
Drop one clue, then another

Use the power of association
and not just base interests
find what you're looking for more quickly
feel more confident that what you need can be found

understand
You can have the world's best-organized computer

remember

show you're better organized
Army mess hall:
Serving food is a job;
Improving morale is a mission.
not because you'll use it, but
because it's mental weight training

Aim high

Why learn algebra?

"Don't mess with Texas"

co-ordinate

1. Transcendence: Help others realize their potential
2. Self-actualization: re alize own potential; peak experiences
3. Aesthetic: Symmetry, order, beauty, balance
4. Learning: Know, understand, mentally connect
5. Esteem: Achieve, be competent, gain approval, independence, status
6. Belonging: Love, family, friends, affection
7. Security: Protection, safety, stability
8. Physical: hunger, thirst, bodily comfort

Appeal to self-interest

harder to understand

"Made to Stick"

harder to remember

defined by Maslow's
Hierarchy of needs
abstraction makes it

harder to co-operate

what would somebody like me do?
Firemen didn't need gift to motivate them
to see safety film. They are safety
professionals

engineering talking to manufacturing
need to do so on the machine floor
not in front of a technical drawing
because interpretations may differ

universal languages work,
and will be concrete

e.g. "World class customer service" is abstract
identity can shape decisions
Appeal to identity
The Mount Hamilton Wilderness

ask people to imagine using your product
imagine yourself opening your Topicscape in the morning and seeing all your
tasks, spread out in a landscape. Related tasks are organized together, tasks
can be viewed by urgency, say, or everything related to a particular project,
can be seen or items for action that day, or items being watched or pending.
Each is a neighborhood, but any task can be in more than one neighborhood.

The power of imagination
Stone Yamashita's creation of an installation showing
how a 3-generation family would interact with Disney
when supported by H-P equipment (assignment for H-P

testable credibility

Nordie ironing a customer's shirt is concrete

a few vivid details more credible
than a barrage of statistics
Anti-authority may be better than authority
"If I can make it here, I
can make it anywhere"

Design of Boeing 727 based on very specific performance targets:
131 passengers; Miami-NYC, land on Runway 4-22 at La Guardia

Help people believe

Throwing maroon leather attache case on table and saying
"this is the model of the next step in the computer revolution"

A single story that overcomes the Sinatra test
can over come a mountain of skepticism

Carrying around a small wooden model of how the first Palm might look.
5,000 BB shots in a metal bucket to
illustrate the world's nuclear arsenal

an external authority gives
the message credibility
woman who died at 31 from smoking
homeless person mentored by someone
who was homeless 2 years ago

anti-authorities can be strong

unexpected

External credibility

curiosity

Credible

no one is listening /
they seem bored

means the message has credibility in itself
$500 p.a./employee to give wireless access
vs.

findings of a poll with 5 percentage figures
vs. football team: x players were like this,
y players did this, etc.

Surprise them

break their guessing machines

pay attention

increase productivity by 2 min./day

Problem
concrete more credible than
abstract because easier to visualize

Internal credibility

I lost them half
way through

Create curiosity gaps

tell them just enough to tell them what
is missing from what they know

concrete
understand and remember it

So with statistics, don't rely on actual numbers,
illustrate underlying relationships instead

Credible

Credible couriers because "We delivered
the new Harry Potter books; and your
brother's board exam papers"

find the telling details

they're not buying it
agree / believe

I spend all my time arguing with them
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textile factory that actually cleans water going through it

use a springboard story

problems

move away from statistics
towards meaningful examples
use anecdotes that pass the Sinatra test

A sticky
idea must
make the
audience...

emotional
People care more about individuals
so tell an individual's story
everyone seems so apathetic
care

appeal to identity

problems

No one seems fired up about this

a Challenge story
a Creativity plot story

"Don't mess with Texas"

Get out of Maslow's basement, appeal
to higher types of self-interest

story
Simplify and
make concrete
They nod their heads
but don't act

Don't talk about 'knowledge management' but
about the story of the health worker in Zambia

Inspire with a Challenge story
Engage using a springboard story

be able to act on it

Turn a story into a proverb ("Names, Names, Names")

problem
Different levels
of knowledge
everyone talking
past one another
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create highly concrete turf (portable computer
represented by leather binder, tossed on table)

